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You stand on the road east of Solace, tired from five years of adventuring, from a fruitless search for lost clerical magic. You know the old proverb that claims “You must return to find what you left to seek,” but the saying never really made sense. Soon, however, it will. For the world of Krynn is not… More info → When the first
Dragonlance products were published in 1984, people were amazed, impressed, and captivated by the artwork, which most agree is some of the finest fantasy art ever produced. The artwork was first featured in the Dragonlance calendars, which sold out almost immediately… More info → “…For in ages past, beyond memory and word,
in the first blush of the world, Dragons terrible and great made war on this world of Krynn.” For Dragonlance saga enthusiasts and AD&D game players everywhere, here is the latest information on the world shattered by dragons and their armies. The… More info → Krynn . . . Enter the spell-binding world of the Dragonlance Saga.
Accompany the Heroes of the Lance on their epic travels across Krynn in this magnificently illustrated volume. Behold the beauty of the King Priest’s Hall of Audience in the Temple of Istar. Smell Raistlin’s herbs as you wander… More info → Inside you’ll discover a king’s ransom in castles and accessories. Explore three spectacular
castles, including Drungar in the Dragonlance setting, bastion of defense against Thenol’s undead armies. See each castle brought to life in its own dramatic full-color poster, a full-color map, plus a 48… More info → Calling all Dragonlance saga heroes! At long last, the first four Dragonlance modules are back in print. Together for the first
time, play the entire adventure of the first book of the Dragonlance saga! Starting from the Inn of the Last Home in Solace, journey throughout the lands of Ansalon and… More info → You hold in your hands the second in a series of all-in-one reprints of the epic adventures of the Dragonlance saga. This booklet comprises the adventures
previously published as DL6 Dragons of Ice, DL7 Dragons of Light, DL8 Dragons of War, and DL9 Dragons of Deceit. This 128-page… More info → If you have been intrigued by the Dragonlance setting, but have felt intimidated by the sheer amount of information it comprises, this is the book for you. This book will not baffle you with
“game jargon.” It presents the world of Krynn in a manner you are sure to find entertaining and informative… More info → This is the final installment in the Dragonlance Classics series, the dramatic conclusion to the entire 14-module Dragonlance saga. Within are the reprints of DL10 Dragons of Dreams, DL12 Dragons of Faith, DL13
Dragons of Truth, and DL14 Dragons of Triumph, fully updated to AD&D 2nd Edition… More info → Sagas from the lands of Krynn are filled with valiant heroes destined to discover ancient secrets and vanquish terrible evils. Like those great champions, you will band together with brave companions to set forth on daring adventures. The
tales of those bold deeds will become the newest legends in… More info → A New Age…For New Heroes. In the wake of the devastating Chaos War, the people of Krynn discover a world separated from the gods who have created and protected their world. The magical orders of old are rendered powerless. In this time of vulnerability,
dragons of immense size and… More info → Creatures of Krynn From Across the Ages. Creatures great and terrible have ravaged the lands of Ansalon and beyond through the five ages of the world. Some are familiar, creatures that one might easily encounter should the journey go into the wild. Others are mysterious, unknown… More
info → Unlock Adventure! An ancient secret is discovered in an overrun border town, long ago forgotten by the elves of the east. It is a magical key—so obscure that history does not remember its form or even what it unlocks. But an unseen evil searches tirelessly, even as the lost knowledge… More info → A Test Awaits! Wizards have
shaped mighty spells under the light of three moons for countless millennia. They are Orders of good, evil, and balance all united in the devotion to magic above all other concerns. Each wizard must undergo a deadly trial before venturing onto the path of true… More info → The Epic Adventure Begins… The War of the Lance is an era in
which ancient legends come to life, when ordinary people become heroes during extraordinary times, and when dragons battle for control of the world. Ancient ruins and mighty cities may hold the answers to thwart the will of… More info → A Pouch Full of Adventure! Tasslehoff Burrfoot, famous kender adventurer, has traveled throughout
the world and even through time. His maps led the Heroes of the Lance throughout their quest, as well as a new generation of heroes during the War of Souls. The contents of his map… More info → A New Kind of Ghost Story… A group of scarred survivors race to escape the horrors of the Desolation. Bearing ancient magic and a
terrible secret, they are the target of powerful enemies— including tireless agents of Chemosh and a distant, enigmatic threat. With luck, determination, and… More info → Written in the Stars… The mortal races of Krynn can see the presence of the gods by simply turning their gaze to the night sky. There the constellations of the gods of
good, evil, and balance wheel about in silent struggle to influence their children who live and die on the world below. The gods… More info → Create Your Own Legend… One twin plots in a dark tower, mastering the arcane forces of magic and learning the secrets that will allow him to enter the Portal and challenge the gods themselves.
The other twin hides from personal demons at the bottom of a bottle, not yet having found the… More info → This collection of Dragonlance maps covers the Fourth Age of Krynn and the War of the Lance. Wander the winding streets and chaotic confusion of Kendermore. Walk inside the vallenwood branches of the Inn of the Last Home.
Follow the footsteps of the archmage Raistlin in the  More info → “My Honor is My Life.” The Knights of Solamnia go into battle for honor and justice, standing against the evils of the world in the service of their patron gods. An order rose against them, Dark Knights who work to control the people of Ansalon with an iron fist. The Legion of
Steel was… More info → Autumn settles on the plains of Abanasinia as rumors of war and strange creatures travel from northern lands. Friends meet in the tree-town of Solace after many years spent apart, hoping to reminisce about old times and adventures past. But the people of Ansalon need heroes, as… More info → Evil Can Be
Defeated, For a Price. Gellidus, known to many as Frost, is the last remaining Dragon Overlord upon the face of Krynn. This terrifying foe plans to achieve ultimate power through the dark magic of his dead cousins and a terrible pact with the powers of evil. Only the bravery… More info → Tasslehoff Burrfoot, famous kender adventurer,
has traveled the world and even through time! His maps led the Heroes of the Lance on their epic quest during the War of the Lance and guided a new generation of heroes in the War of Souls. The contents of his map pouches have remained a… More info → The Children of the Stars. . . and of Chaos! The elves are forced to shape their
future amidst the tragedy of exile, while the dwarves struggle to carve theirs from internecine strife. The minotaurs proclaim manifest destiny, while the kender look hopefully to life without affliction. The gnomes… More info → Dragons. The undisputed masters of Krynn. The stuff of legends for over a thousands years. Whether
encountered alone in their lairs beneath the ruins of ancient cities or flying in great numbers over the battlefields of Solamnia, dragons are the icons of fear and hope in the unfolding drama… More info → Winter’s chill spreads across the lands of Ansalon even as the Dragonarmies continue their terrible war. Dragons of many colors seem
all but unstoppable, and the legend of the dragonlance seems little more than a child’s bedtime tale. The heroes must continue their journey to unite the free… More info → Bill of Fare. Hail, Traveler! Welcome to the Inn of the Last Home. You visit us during the Fourth Age, a time of war, when the Gods of Light and Darkness battle for the
lands of Ansalon. But, for now, forget the dangers of the road. Wash away the dust with our finest ale, as you eat your fill of… More info → The icy chill of darkness begins to melt as spring returns to Ansalon. In the West, the Dragonarmies are being held at bay for the moment, and the forces of good have rediscovered lost secrets that
give them the small hope of victory. But in the East, evil gnaws at the heart of Ansalon. The… More info → Arm Yourself for Adventure! The Player’s Handbook is the essential reference for every Dungeons & Dragons roleplayer. It contains rules for character creation and advancement, backgrounds and skills, exploration and combat,
equipment, spells, and much more. Use this book to create exciting… More info → dragonlance book of lairs pdf
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